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Established in 1986, Direct Packaging Ltd is a BRC accredited, family-
run business in Rochford, Essex. We are predominantly bag
manufacturers and film conversion specialists but can supply a whole
range of general packaging solutions to make us your one stop shop.

We can manufacture orders of 5 thousand to 2 million bags and can
offer short lead times.  We manufacture different materials, sizes and
thicknesses. With a wide range of stock sizes available and bespoke
sizes made to order, we are sure to meet your requirements - just give
us a call and we’ll be happy to help!

We have various styles of bag here at Direct Packaging including our
standard back lap seal, bottom crimp bag,  our strong “titan” bags and
our block bottom ranges. Each style can be used for a variety of
applications…we’re confident we can find a style to suit your
products!

About Us

BRC Accredited
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Direct Packaging can manufacture crimp

bags with, tear notches or euroslots if

you so wish.

Other Options...

Stock Sizes - All 40mu

Crimp bags have a whole variety

of applications from packaging

salad or fresh vegetables in the

supermarket to all   types of

confectionery, pot pourri, pet

foods ect.. We manufacture these

in food grade material making

them perfect for pretty much any

food product, as well as non food

products.

Crimp bags can be manufactured

as a flat bag or with side gussets in

various materials such as

polypropylene, cellophane and

various laminates. We hold nine

stock sizes on the shelf in boxes of

  1,000 bags. Alternatively, we can

make bags to your exact

specification for quantities as low

as 5,000 bags.

You can also send us your film for

us to convert into bags with a quick

turnaround and at very competitive

prices.

Printed crimp bags with up to 8

colours are also available and can

deal with low volumes from

10,000. You

supply us with

the artwork

and

specification

and we supply

you with the

finished bag

ready for your

product to go

inside.

Polypropylene

Polyester

Cellophane

Laminate

Natureflex

PLA

Perforated

Crimp Bags
Back lap, bottom crimp seal bags

Euroslot Tear notch

Ref Size (mm)

001’ 100x150

002’ 70x100x180

003’ 76x114x180

004’ 76x125x180

005’ 76x125x229

006’ 76x125x254

007’ 90x150x280

008’ 120x180x305

009’ 152x203x305
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Our capabilities are always

increasing so be sure to contact us

with any queries you may have

regarding crimp bags and we’re

sure we’ll be able to help.
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Direct Packaging can manufacture crimp

bags with, tear notches or euroslots if

you so wish. M.O.Q apply

Other Options...
Stock Sizes -  NK30
*NK45

We manufacture these in food

grade material making them

perfect food product, as well as

non food products.

Our capabilities are always

increasing so be sure to contact us

with any queries you may have

regarding crimp bags and we’re

sure we’ll be able to help.

Eco Crimp Bags
Back lap, bottom crimp seal bags

Euroslot Tear notch
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Ref Size (mm)

N001 100x150

N004 70x100x180

N006 76x114x180

N007 76x125x200

N010 76x125x229

N013 76x125x254

N015 90x150x300

N017 120x180x305

*N018 120x180x305

(45mu)

*N021 150x200x305

(45mu)
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● Free local delivery

● Established, family

run company since
1986

● UK manufacturer

● Low prices

● Next day delivery

available

Stock Sizes

We have recently acquired another

  machine taking our total number

of machines to three. This means

our capabilities have increased

which results in shorter lead times

for you. If you need a quick

turnaround for a bespoke titan bag,

we’re the only people you should

call!

The Titan Bag is a lot stronger than

a normal Crimp Bottom Bag.  Up

to 2 kgs can be packed in a 50mu

bag without the need to upgrade to

a laminate. Titan Bags are used

mainly for pulses, pastas,

granulated products, salts etc and is

airtight when sealed.

Naturally, a whole range of food

and non-food products can take

advantage of the Titan design.

Titan Bags
A crimp bag where the base seal is folded over and taped.

Ref Size (mm) Micron

600 76x114x178 40

601 76x125x229 40

602 90x125x229 40

603 76x125x254 50

604 90x150x295 50

605 90x150x330 50

606 110x170x340 50

607 125x200x305 50

608 125x200x380 50

Polypropylene

Polyester

Cellophane

Laminate

Natureflex

PLA
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Stock Sizes

The Crystal bag is available in a

range of materials in two different

options:

Side sealed bottom folded bags

with or without a reseal lip. This is

a very strong bag that can be used

for pretty much any application

including various food products.

Pouch style bag that is the same as

the above option but with a bottom

gusset with provides a pouch like

effect. This allows the bag to stand

up on its own and is therefore ideal

for products going straight on the

shelves.

This innovative new product can be

plain or printed and can be made to

your specific requirements in terms

of dimensions and thickness. The

maximum width we can make is

around 200mm

depending if a

reseal lip is

required and the

maximum

length is

300mm.

Call with your

requirements to

see if we can

help.

Polypropylene

Polyester

Cellophane

Laminate

Natureflex

PLA

Crystal Bags
Side sealed and the sides with a 5mm crimp weld, bottom folded.
Available with or without a bottom gusset.

Ref Size (mm)

CR01 100x140

CR02 120x165

CR03 140x195

CR04 150x212

CRP01 130x180+60

CRP02 150x200+80

● Free local delivery

● Established, family

run company since
1986

● UK manufacturer

● Low prices

● Next day delivery

available
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Stock Sizes

We have a number of stock sizes

(see right) available off the shelf.

We can also supply plain and

printed bespoke cross bottom bags

to match your exact specification.

All we need is the full spec and

artwork and we can supply you the

finished product.

Accessories such as ribbons and ties

are the perfect finishing touch to our

cross bottom bags. We have these

readily available so contact us for

more information.

Polypropylene

Block Bottom &
Cross Bottom Bags
Clear stand-up bags with or without a silver cardboard base.

Size (mm)

90x160

100x180

100x220

120x275

140x305

170x320

210x385

250x375

With card - All 35mu

Without card - All 30mu

Size (mm)

95x160

100x190

115x210

120x225

130x240

145x255

160x250
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Stock Sizes

The rectangular base and side

gussets allow the bag to stand

nicely on its own making it perfect

for the food industry. An

aesthetically pleasing product, the

SOS bags are perfect as a display

bag and/or gift bags.

We have a vast range of stock sizes

available (see right). However, if

you need a specific size, material,

thickness or print, we can help you

too.

Our stock range is manufactured in

high-clarity, clear orientated

polypropylene suitable for food

purposes. We think they are ideal

for confectionery goods such as

marshmallows, sweets and luxury

chocolates.

Block Bottom Bags
SOS (Square Opening Sachet) Type
Block bottom bags with a side gusset.

Size (mm)

60+40x200

60+50x200

60+50x250

80+50x200

80+50x240

80+50x280

90+50x300

*Garnet Range*
Without Card - 40mu OPP

*Pearl Range*
With Card - 40mu OPP

Size (mm)

60+40x200

70+50x250

85+55x270

100+60x300

120+70x290
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Polypropylene
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This is our most popular type of bag.  Self-seal film bags will really enhance your product and are by far the

easiest way to pack a greetings card and envelope.  The self-seal tape runs across the width of the bag which

gives a secure and neat closure.   Self-seal bags can be supplied in both 30 micron and 40 micron

polypropylene.

Flush top film bags are basically a bag without a lip.  These are the simplest style of bag, if you are wrapping

a small gift, the top of the bag could be scrunched together and tied with a ribbon or if it’s a pack of greeting

cards, gift tags or invitations, you could staple a header card at the top as a closure.  Flush top bags can be

supplied in both 30 micron and 40 micron polypropylene.

● Side load

●Multi compartments

● Perforated

● Euro Slot & Reinforced Header
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We hold a few sizes in stock - please call to find out more
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Other Clear Bags
We have a vast range of resealable

grip seal bags here at Direct

Packaging. They are manufactured

in food grade polythene material

and can be used for almost every

application. With plenty of stock

sizes available, you can have our

grip seal bags in small quantities of

a 1,000. As always, we can provide

you with very competitive prices

and a first class service.

If you need a bag to perfectly

package bottles, then check out our

Diamond range. These are double

gusseted, polypropylene bags are

available in four stock sizes or can

be made to measure for your

bespoke requirements. Minimum

order qty will apply.
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Did you know?

‘Diamond’ or ‘Bottle’ Bags are the

ideal compliment to your product.

Made from clear polypropylene,

their reflective multi-faceted sides

create an attraction which can only

enhance your product. The four

gussets create a spherical shape

making these plastic bags perfect

to contain bottles. Plain or printed,

these bags can be manufactured to

your specification. We have four

different stock sizes which are

available in small quantities and on

a next day delivery service.
Polythene is flexible, durable and

tear-resistant these three

characteristics are extremely

important when you want your poly

bag to contain heavy items. Industrial

companies often use these for storage

bags for large heavy items such as

machining parts. They can also be used

for packing brochures, magazines, fruit

and vegetables. Available in 3 gauges:

120G, 250G and 500G
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Cone Bags
Our conical shaped bags are a unique style of plastic bag perfect for a variety of
applications, particularly food products.

Plain
Ref. Size (mm)

3270 180x370

3271 250x460

Printed Heart

Ref. Size (mm)

9542118 180x370

9542125 250x460

Printed
Ref Size (mm) Design

3260 180x370 Red on Orange

3264 250x460 Red on Orange

3261 180x370 Yellow on Red

3265 250x460 Yellow on Red

3262 180x370 Red on Yellow

3266 250x460 Red on Yellow

3263 180x370 Red on Green

3267 250x460 Red on Green

3273 180x370 Clown

3274 250x460 Clown

If you’re after a fun and stylish way of presenting your products, our cone bags could be for you. Manufactured in food

grade cast polypropylene (CPP) material, they are predominantly used for confectionery goods such as sweets and

popcorn. We have two stock sizes available with plain and printed options but if you are after a bespoke size, please

contact us as we will be able to help you. Boxed in 1000’s, cone bags are ideal for all occasions and look right at home

as party bags.

● Excellent sealing and hot

tack qualities

● Anti-static

● Perfect ink adhesion

● Complies with EU

regulations directive

2002/72/EC

● Developed for food and

non-food applications.

Characteristics of

Cast Polypropylene (CPP)
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Stand Up Pouch Bags
Zipper stand-up pouches with a gusset base are ideal for tea, coffee,
confectionery, pet food, snacks, wholefoods and any non food products.

Clear

Metallised Our metallised pouch bags are manufactured in 12 micron metallised polyester and

86 micron polythene. They have a silver back and clear front and are boxed in 500’s.

Minimum order quantity : 1,000

Kraft Laminate

Our clear pouch bags are made from 12 micron polyester and 86 micron

polythene laminate. They are packed in 1000’s.

Ref Size

POUCH130X230/OBG 130 x 230 + 2x40mm Gusset

POUCH160X270/OBG 160 x 270 + 2x40mm Gusset

POUCH180X290/OBG 180 x 290 + 2x40mm Gusset

Ref Size - All with 40mm header Volume

DPLPM00 110x132+60mm Gusset

DPLPM01 120x160+80mm Gusset 250ml

DPLPM02 130x190+80mm Gusset 500ml

DPLPM03 150x170+80mm Gusset 750ml

DPLPM04 180x255+90mm Gusset 1000ml

DPLPM05 250x255+130mm Gusset 2500ml

DPLPM06 250x300+130mm Gusset 3000ml

Our Kraft pouch bags are manufactured in 12 micron polyester, 60 micron polythene

and 80gsm paper.

Ref Size Colour

Kraft/Window 130 x 250 + 2x40mm Natural

Kraft/NoWindow 130 x 250 + 2x40mm Natural

We can supply printed pouch

bags as well. Minimum order

quantities start from 30,000

depending on size and can be

printed with up to 8 colours. Get

in touch now for a quote.

Did you know?
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Snack Packs
All-in-one packaging kits for food such as sandwiches and wraps.

Sandwich Kit
Introducing a new way to package square cut sandwiches, Direct Packaging’s ‘Sandwich

Kit’. With various types of loaves of bread, it is difficult to find a packaging solution that

caters for all of them. However, this innovative new product gives you the flexibility to

accommodate for sliced, bloomer and bespoke loaves.

This innovative new product has three components;

● Titan style biaxially orientated polypropylene (BOPP) bag in 30 micron.

● A Kraft U-card produced in 400 micron polyethylene (PE) coated kraft board –

This coating prevents grease oils and sauces being absorbed into the card.

● A 25mm clear self adhesive label which provides an airtight seal.

One box contains 1000 u-cards, 1000 bags and 1000 labels.

Tortilla Kit
Following on from the Sandwich Kit, comes the latest in a line of easy to pack, cost-

effective food packaging; the Tortilla Kit. Arranged in three simple steps, this product is

ideal for holding those ready-to-eat lunch wraps sold in stores all over the country.

The Tortilla Kit contains the following:

● A food grade BOPP block bottom bag in 40 micron with dimensions 80+50x200mm.

● A 400 micron polyethylene coated kraft u-card – This coating prevents greasy oils

and sauces being absorbed into the card,

● A 25mm self-adhesive clear label.

One box contains 1000 u-cards, 1000 bags and 1000 labels.

Baguette Kit
Our Baguette Kit is suitable for larger foods and is available in three sizes. 6”,10” & 12”.

Like our other kits, the Baguette Kit is a cost effective and easy way to package your foods,

ready for the shelves.

The Baguette Kit contains:

● A back lap bottom crimp style bag manufactured in 25 micron food grade bopp

● A Kraft U-card produced in 400mic PE coated Kraft board

● A 25mm self adhesive clear label to seal the product.

One box contains 1000 u-cards, 1000 bags and 1000 labels.
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Sheets

It’s not just bags we make here at Direct Packaging. We

can also manufacture sheets to your specification.   With

low prices and minimum order quantities, our plain sheets

could be the perfect packaging solution for you. Some

examples of sheet uses include wrapping candles, food

stuffs (cheese, baguettes) soaps, sweets, cosmetics, toffee

apples.

We have 2 sizes of varigauge Polypropylene 2kgs packs

which is commonly known as “Butchers Wrap” available from stock at very low prices:-

● 15”x 20”

● 10”x 15”

Also 3 sizes in 30mu with a re-sealable tape along the short edge.

● 140 x 200mm

● 140 x 260mm

● 150 x 250mm

You can have your sheets made in various shapes as well such as

hexagonal, oval etc.

Discs

We punch disc shapes in various materials to your requirements.

Examples;  Jam Pot covers, interleaving hamburger discs

Plain or printed, random or to register, with or without re-sealable tape for ease of wrapping

your product.  We manufacture sheets in various materials including polypropylene, Natureflex

and cellophane.

Did you know?
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Heat Sealing Machines

Constant Heat Sealer

Our range of heat sealers can be used for the majority of heat sealable materials including polypropylene,

polythene and PVC. From our foot operated constant heat sealer to our economy range, we are sure to have the

right machine for your application.

● Ideal for large volumes of packaging, supplying accurately controlled temperatures

and even heat distribution

● Provides a 300mm wide seal and a 10mm crimp seal to match our Crimp Bottom bags

● Foot operated.

● Material approved included Cellophane & Polypropylene

● Height 900mm x 250mm, weight approximately 20kgs

● Supplied with 2 metres of cable.

● Ready to use, just plug in and wait for the jaws to reach temperature.

● Also available in 600mm wide seal.

Hand Crimp Sealer
Lightweight but robust with an adjustable temperature control for sealing cellophane

and most coated foils

Applies a crimped seal 150mm x 15mm

Requires 230v and produces 50 watts.

Economy Sealers
For perfect sealing of PE/PP/PVC films and bags up to 800 gauge in two layers with seal widths

from 200mm up to 500mm.

Models with cutters can be used to trim or make bags from lay-flat tubing when paired with a film

unroller. All models are supplied with spares and produced to meet CE standards.

Various sizes available from 200mm – 500mm x 2mm seal with or without an integral cutter for trimming. 350-800 watt power

including spares kit.
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Impulse Sealers
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Printed
Bags

How are they packed?
All of our printed block bottom

bags are packed in 100’s in clear

Perspex boxes and in outer boxes

of 1000’s.

Bag Accessories

Accessories such as ribbons and ties are the perfect

finishing touch to our bags. Contact us for more

information and/or samples.

Everyday

Luxury Bags

18
Seasonal 19

20-21

24
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We have a huge range of generically printed block bottom bags

so you can pack your product in a beautifully designed and

printed bag without having to pay for expensive artwork and plates.

New designs arrive every season to keep your image fresh and bright.

However you can print your design if you prefer, subject to minimum order quantity
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Printed Block Bottom Bags
Everyday

Ref. Size

99291 100x220

99292 120x275

Ref. Size

98301 100x220

98302 120x275

Ref. Size

99531 100x220

99532 120x275

Ref. Size

99691 100x220

99692 120x275

Ref. Size

99521 100x220

99522 120x275

Ref. Size

98611 100x220

98612 120x275
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Ref. Size

94091 100x220

94092 120x275

Ref. Size

98601 100x220

98602 120x275

Ref. Size

98281 100x220

98282 120x275

Ref. Size

99621 100x220

99622 120x275

Ref. Size

99771 100x220

99772 120x275

Ref. Size

99781 100x220

99782 120x275

Ref. Size

99791 100x220

99792 120x275

Ref. Size

99021 100x220

99022 120x275

Ref. Size

99801 100x220

99802 120x275

Ref. Size

99751 100x220

99752 120x275

Ref. Size
99941 100x220

Seasonal -
Christmas
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Seasonal -
Easter

Ref. Size

99901 100x220

99902 120x275

Ref. Size

99991 100x220

99992 120x275

Ref. Size

99961 100x220

99962 120x275

Ref. Size

99971 100x220

99972 120x275

 Samples can be sent to you, so you can check how your product will look.
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Ref. Size

99300 80+40x200

99301 90+45x240

Ref. Size

99470 80+40x200

99471 90+45x240

Our glossy Mirror bags are made in paper with a metallised interior and

are accompanied by a clear reseal tab on the back.

Ref. Size

98960 70+40x200

98961 85+50x240

Ref. Size

98970 70+40x200

98971 85+50x240

Ref. Size

98980 70+40x200

98981 85+50x240

Ref. Size

99050 70+40x200

99051 85+50x240

Packed in 50’s, these beautifully designed Chocolate bags are the perfect

packaging solution for chocolatiers and confectioners.

Luxury Bags

Ref. Size

99580 80+40x200

99581 90+45x240

Mirror Bag

SOS Chocolate Bag
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Summer Bag

Ref. Size

99730 80+40x200

99731 90+45x240

Ref. Size

99720 80+40x200

99721 90+45x240

Ref. Size

99870 80+40x200

99871 90+45x240

Kraft Christmas Bag

Ref. Size

99740 70+40x200

99741 85+50x240

Luxury Bags - Cont.
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Packed in 50’s in PVC boxes
SOS Hessian Bag

Ref. Size

98950 80+40x200

98951 90+45x240

A very popular paper bag that can be used for various applications.
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What Else Can We Do?

At Direct Packaging, it is not just bags we can supply. We have a

whole range of other packaging solutions such as…

Cartons

Bubblewrap / Corrugated Paper

Tape - PP & PVC

Shrink & Stretch Wrap

Mailer Bags / Envelopes

Don’t forget to add pallet wrap or tape or anything else

                  to your order to save on carriage..

Postal Tubes

Polypropylene Film On Reels

Jam Pot Kits

Layflat Tubing / Polythene Bags
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We deliver the complete package of quality products and service

At Direct Packaging we really do think outside the box. We will help you find the answers

to packaging problems and create the most effective way to meet your packaging needs.

We’re sensible about providing low-cost packaging you don’t want cheap packaging that

sacrifices quality and ends-up costing you more in the long-run.

We keep our prices competitive and the quality high for better value and lower total cost of

Ownership.

We promise:

Of goods and service for lower total cost of ownership

With 99% on-time deliveries and 30 years' experience

The complete package from one, easy-to-work-with, provider

From always-there friendly service that’s supportive and truly helpful

Through the technical know-how to solve your packaging problems…

Located in Rochford, Essex, we are within easy reach of the M25, London and local shipping ports,

being ideal for imported goods that need reworking. Our own vehicles are always available for

local delivery and collection. If you’re looking for a packaging firm who’ll listen, give great advice

and work with you to find the best packaging solution for your needs then call us on 01702 548 418



Direct Packaging Limited
5-6 Fleethall Road, Rochford, Essex, SS4 1NF
Phone: 01702 548 418  Fax: 01702 548 417

www.directpackaging.co.uk
sales@directpackaging.co.uk
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